To further our understanding of the complexity and genetic heterogeneity of rare diseases, it has become essential to shed light on how combinations of variants in different genes are responsible for a disease phenotype. With the appearance of a resource on digenic diseases, it has become possible to evaluate how digenic combinations differ in terms of the phenotypes they produce. All instances in this resource were assigned to two classes of digenic effects, annotated as true digenic and composite classes. Whereas in the true digenic class variants in both genes are required for developing the disease, in the composite class, a variant in one gene is sufficient to produce the phenotype, but an additional variant in a second gene impacts the disease phenotype or alters the age of onset. We show that a combination of variant, gene and higher-level features can differentiate between these two classes with high accuracy. Moreover, we show via the analysis of three digenic disorders that a digenic effect decision profile, extracted from the predictive model, motivates why an instance was assigned to either of the two classes. Together, our results show that digenic disease data generates novel insights, providing a glimpse into the oligogenic realm.
INTRODUCTION
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) and in particular Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) have provided enormous amounts of information on human genetic variation (1,2), as well as on the relationship between this variation and disease (3, 4) . As many genetic disorders are caused by proteincoding variants (5) , exome sequencing provides a costeffective approach to capture the majority of the variants directly relevant for clinicians, which has led to the identification of more than 100 new disease-gene associations in the last few years (5, 6) . Nevertheless, for many disorders, the genetic component remains only partially known (e.g. Brugada syndrome (7) and neurodevelopmental disorders (8) ). The identification of genes implicated in a disease is more difficult when a phenotype in a familial pedigree does not show a clear monogenic segregation pattern, exhibiting for instance genetic heterogeneity, incomplete penetrance and/or non-Mendelian inheritance mechanisms (9) . Moreover, even when the segregation of the causal variant is clear, the disease can show high phenotypic variability, necessitating the consideration of additional effects in different genes (8, 10) . In addition, the concept of locus heterogeneity suggests that the causal relation between genes and diseases is far from univocal (11) . Some examples of disease phenotypes being modified by variants on different loci, are Huntington disease, Bardet-Biedl syndrome or Hirschsprung disease (OMIM: #143100, #209900, #142623).
Oligogenic inheritance models are necessary in such cases to provide a more specific link between genotype and phenotype (11) : relaxing the monogenic assumptions in favour of a digenic model in case of the Bardet-Biedl syndrome improved the comprehension of the disease and provided a clearer explanation for the observed segregation pattern (12) (13) (14) . Although insufficient data are currently available to examine the more complex oligogenic diseases, there is already a sufficient amount of publications reporting on the e140 Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 15 PAGE 2 OF 11 digenic ones (15) (16) (17) (18) , allowing one to try to shed light on the specificities of digenic diseases.
Digenic inheritance may refer to different scenarios. In some cases the disease phenotype is caused by a combination of unique variants in two genes, while in others two different phenotypes caused by variants in different genes are combined together leading to a more complex phenotype, which includes both previous ones (18) (19) (20) . The Digenic Diseases Database (DIDA) contains information on 44 digenic diseases, comprising 213 digenic combinations (16) . It contains the details about digenic combinations of variants that cause disease, as well as annotated meta-information concerning variants and genes involved. DIDA defines a digenic combination as a combination of variants in two distinct genes, which together are causative for the patient's phenotype (16) . Given this novel resource, one can now examine each digenic combination and ask what synergistic mechanisms lead to specific phenotypes. An answer to this question can provide genetic and clinical insight into the causal relationships between variants mapped on the two genes and the disease phenotype they produce.
The majority of instances in DIDA are categorized into one of two classes that are a coarse-grained simplification of the original definition provided by Schäffer (15) . The first class represents true digenic instances (currently labeled as 'on/off' in DIDA): variants at both loci are required for disease, variants at one of the two loci result in no phenotype (18) . The second class we will refer to as the composite class as it includes different possibilities (currently labeled as 'severity' in DIDA): A composite instance in DIDA can refer to mendelizing variants plus modifiers, when a driver variant is necessary for the phenotype but rare variants in a second gene, usually related to the same pathway/organ system, may modify the phenotype (21)), or dual molecular diagnosis, wherein mendelizing variants at each of the two loci segregate independently and result in complementary (or blended) phenotypes (18) ). Throughout this paper the true digenic class will be annotated by TD and the composite class by CO.
Further fine-tuning of these classes will become possible when more digenic diseases data become available. Yet for now we can limit ourselves to the current constraint, exploring the reason why a certain digenic combination belongs to the TD or CO class.
We hypothesise that genetic and biological properties regarding variants and genes linked to digenic combinations can be used to differentiate between the above mentioned digenic effect (DE) classes. The allelic state of the genes, the impact of all the variants involved, the ability of a gene to tolerate loss of function variants, and the relationship between genes involved are likely to determine the DE. To examine this hypothesis, we construct a classification model that employs features consisting of different variant-, geneand pathway-related characteristics. Our results reveal that quantitatively relevant predictions can be obtained in stratified cross-validation settings, which are furthermore confirmed on an independent dataset that contains digenic
combinations not yet present in DIDA.
Next to the prediction itself, an explanation on how the DE predictor arrives at its conclusion is also provided. Concretely, the binary classification into TD or CO is transformed into a clarification, representing every digenic combination in DIDA by a DE profile that provides an explanation of the decision process that assigns the combination to its class. Making this decision process explicit allows us to investigate the mechanisms related to DEs and to analyse the differences between similar cases. The analysis of three different digenic diseases reveals that relevant rules, which clarify the nature of the digenic combination, can be extracted.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets
The dataset used in this work is a subset of DIDA (16) . We downloaded the 124 digenic combinations for which the DE information is available (68 TD, 56 CO). These instances are involved in 32 different diseases. In this dataset, 69% of the digenic combinations have heterozygous variants in both genes and, of these heterozygous cases, 62% belong to the TD class and 38% to CO class. The digenic combinations with homozygous or compound heterozygous variants are distributed as follows: 41% to the TD class and 59% to the CO class. An in depth analysis of this dataset is performed in the Results section.
In addition to this dataset, an independent dataset containing new digenic disease cases was constructed. We manually mined PubMed, retrieving data for digenic combinations published between July 2015 and April 2016. This new set contains 19 novel digenic combinations and is used as a validation set to examine the quality of the predictor. Based on the information in the articles, the DE of each digenic combination was identified, labeling them with either TD or CO. This dataset is composed of 11 unique gene pairs, none of which are present in the current DIDA dataset, divided over eight diseases (also not present in DIDA). Although the dataset is balanced in terms of DE classes (10 TD, 9 CO), there is an imbalance in terms of the diseases: 4/19 and 9/19 belong respectively to either the CANDLE syndrome (22) (OMIM: #256040) or the Alport syndrome (23) (OMIM: #104200). This new set of digenic combinations is available in Supplementary Material Table S1 .
Feature definition
To construct the DE predictor, we identified different features relevant for discriminating between the two DE classes. We selected these features by integrating information from different biological levels of contextualization (24) , conceptually differentiating between variant-oriented, gene-oriented and pathway-oriented features. The following sections define in detail the selected features.
Variant-oriented features. These features quantify the deleteriousness of each single variant. The possible number of allelic variants in a digenic combination ranges from two to four, depending on the zygosity of both genes (16) . Therefore, variant-oriented features are encoded using four dimensions. Each dimension represents the pathogenicity value (calculated using DEOGEN (24)) of each allelic variant belonging to the digenic combination. The first two dimensions (DEOA1, DEOA2) represent variants in the first gene (GeneA) and the other two (DEOB1, DEOB2) variants in the second gene (GeneB). When a gene presents a variant in heterozygous state, only one allelic variant is present for that gene, since the second copy is the wild type allele. We encoded these cases as 'silent' variants by assigning a pathogenicity score of 0, to indicate a completely harmless effect. In this way, also the zygosity state of each gene is intrinsically represented, since the presence of a 0 for DEOA2 or DEOB2 expresses an heterozygous state respectively for gene A and gene B.
Approximately 80% of variants in the digenic combinations that are used here are either missense or in-frame indels, and thus their pathogenicity can be computed using DEOGEN. The remaining 20% correspond to several other types, which, as explained in the manuscripts from which they were obtained (16) , are expected to be more detrimental than the former. This includes i) variants which alter a portion of the protein, for example nonsense and frameshift variants resulting in altered/truncated amino acid sequences (25) , ii) variants that have been shown to prevent the correct splicing because they are near to a splicing site or in cryptic splice sites (26) , producing nonfunctional isoforms, iii) nonsense and frameshift variants involved in nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD), eliminating the mRNA transcripts that contain premature stop codons (27) . DEOGEN score for missense variants and in-frame indels ranges from 0 (neutral) to 1 (deleterious), to differentiate the other types of effects described we assigned to them the score 2. No distinction was made between frameshift and nonsense variants likely leading to NMD (41 variants) or not (7 variants) according to the 50-55 nt rule (28) . The arbitrary choice of the value 2 does not imply any proportional comparison with the DEOGEN score obtained for missense variants and indels, but is just a value that allows the RF model to identify a threshold to separate missense/indels from the 20%, usually stronger, effects. Altering the value to the maximum DEOGEN score or any other bigger value produces a predictive accuracy equivalent to what is reported in Table 1 .
Gene-oriented features. Gene-level information has been included in the model using the 'recessiveness index' (REC (29) ) and the 'essentiality' (ESS (30)) scores of the genes involved in the digenic combination. The recessiveness is the estimated probability that the gene will cause a recessive disease if homozygously lost, while the essential genes have been found to be critical for survival in knock-out experiments in mice. We refer as EssA and RecA to the annotations for the gene A and as EssB and RecB for gene B. We addressed the missing values by using the median values instead: 0.246 for REC and 0.392 for ESS.
Pathway-oriented features. Digenic diseases are often caused by variants in two genes which often have a physical or functional relationship (11, 15) . From DIDA (16), we extracted information about the possible interaction between the two genes involved in the digenic combination. A value of 1 is assigned when the two genes are known to share a common pathway (as evidenced from KEGG (31) or REACTOME (32)), 0 otherwise. We refer to this feature as Path.
The feature vectors for the DIDA dataset and the new dataset are available in Supplementary Material files TrainingDataset.csv and NewDataset.csv. Note that to avoid biases in the cross-validation study, we also made sure that each feature vector is unique in the dataset. This required us to remove five instances from the 124 digenic combinations, producing a non-redundant dataset of size 119 to construct the DE predictor.
Construction and evaluation of predictive models
In this study, the scikit-learn (33) implementation of the Random Forest (RF) algorithm (34) was used to create a classification model for DE classes. We fixed the size of the forest to 100 trees; to limit the flexibility of the model, we set the maximum trees depth to 10. We prevented random fluctuations from influencing the cross-validation results by repeating each cross-validation 100 times, averaging the obtained scores and measuring the standard deviation. This procedure has been used for the construction of Table 1 . We evaluated the performances with the widely adopted scores sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and Area Under the Curve (AUC).
To control the risk of over-fitting, we assessed the significance of the observed performance with a permutation test (35) . We stacked the feature vectors in a M × N matrix (where M is the number of samples and N the number of features) and we randomly shuffled the order of the elements within each column. In this way, the distribution of the values for each feature in the dataset remains the same, but the combinations of features representing each instance are permuted. We assessed the cross-validation performances after each permutation and we repeated this procedure 10 000 times, obtaining a distribution of AUCs. From this distribution, we used the Kernel Density Estimation function from scipy to compute the p-value for the model performance with respect to the distribution of permutations.
Stratification according to gene pairs is necessary to avoid bias in the prediction
A preliminary analysis of the features based on the Gini importance (34) indicates that RecA and RecB are the most important features. This may be related to the fact that many digenic combinations with variants mapped on the same gene pair lead to the same DE class. Nevertheless, this should not be considered as a definitive rule, since we can also observe digenic combinations involving the same pair of genes, but leading to different DE. To ensure the consistency and generalisability of the model, we performed a stratified cross-validation at the pair-of-gene level using the non-redundant dataset. Within each step of the crossvalidation, we removed from the training dataset all digenic combinations sharing a specific pair of genes. The model is trained on the remaining data and the predictions are evaluated on those that were removed. The final performance is an average of the performance of these cross-validation steps. In this way, we ensure that the performance evaluation is less biased, obtaining a more robust predictor that avoids learning undesired pair-of-gene dependencies. 
Analysis of the decision process using digenic effect profiles
For the visualization and the interpretation of the trained Random Forest (RF) model, we relied on the treeinterpreter python library (https://github.com/andosa/ treeinterpreter) created by Ando Saabas (unpublished work).
Given a target feature vector x containing the values for the nine features discussed earlier, the library visits each tree t in the trained forest T and analyses which clauses are activated following the path of decisions leading from the root of t to the final leaf (corresponding to the prediction t(x)) for the feature values x. While traversing t, the algorithm records whether the features guarding the splitting nodes pushed the final prediction towards the TD or CO class. This method produces two major advances with respect to the classical 'feature relevance' computed during the training of the RF models (33, 34) . The first one is that the feature relevance is computed over the entire dataset while treeinterpreter acts on each feature vector x at a time, explaining why the model T made the particular decision T(x) ∈ [0, 1]. This explanation is represented by a vector of contributions (one for each of the k = 9 features used by the RF for the prediction, see Figure 1 as an example). We refer to this contribution vector as the DE profile, that we visualize by spider/radar plots in this paper. These contributions are obtained through a mathematical inspection and decomposition of the decision process within the RF: the final prediction can be recovered as:
where c is a dataset-dependent constant and contrib k (x) is the contribution of the kth feature in the feature vector x (for full details, see http://blog.datadive.net/interpretingrandom-forests/) Second, if the feature contributions are averaged over the entire dataset instead of just focusing on x, treeinterpreter tells, for each feature, not only its absolute relevance but also whether it is used to discriminate one class better than the other (see Supplementary Material Figure S1 ) . The classical feature relevance scores focus necessarily on the entire dataset and give therefore little insight into how individual decisions are made, which is not the case for the treeinterpreter approach (see again https://github.com/andosa/treeinterpreter for the technical details).
Of interest for the current work are the single contributions contrib k (x) in the DE profile, which can either be positive or negative, and that all together (plus the constant c) constitute the final prediction. A positive contribution means that the feature pushes the decision towards the CO class and a negative contribution means it favors the TD class. To make this more clear, consider the digenic combination dd060 (CO instance) visualized in Figure 1 Only one feature has a negative contribution (i.e. Path) and the rest is either close to zero or positive. The class preference, which can be inferred also from the figure, is determined by how the positive and negative contributions alter c, making it either smaller or bigger than the prediction threshold (which is 0.5 in this paper). Comparing the impact of the positive contributions with the negative ones, while taking into account this constant, provides hence insight into the decision of the predictor. In the dd060 example, the sum of positive contributions equals 0.57 and the sum of negative contributions is equal to −0.03. Clearly, the sum of positive contributions (0.57) will tilt the decision in favor of the CO class, which cannot be countered by the sum of the negative ones (−0.03), confirming the assignment reported in DIDA (16) . The DE profile itself (black line in Figure 1) reveals that RecB and then RecA are the most influential in assigning this instance to the CO class as the larger the contribution (in both directions) the stronger it will influence the final outcome. Path, the only one favouring the TD class, is not strong enough to change this decision. The contributions generated by the treeinterpreter library for each feature are not independent: an identical feature value in two digenic combinations may correspond to different contributions as the result of the influence of the other features on the decision process (see for instance the recessiveness scores for gene A in Figure 3 ). The DE profiles provide a bi-dimensional (Tables S2 and S3) .
RESULTS
Feature vector construction reveals the necessity to correctly define primary and secondary genes
From DIDA, we extracted 124 digenic combinations related to 32 different diseases, for which the DE classes were clearly determined by medical literature (16) . These digenic combinations involve 206 variants mapped onto 95 different genes, mainly missense (65%) and frameshift (15%) variants, the remaining ones are in-frame indels, nonsense or splice variants. Among the dataset, 92 digenic combinations are di-allelic, 30 tri-allelic and two are tetra-allelic. The instances are reasonably balanced between the two DE classes, i.e. 68 TD and 56 CO instances.
Each of the 124 digenic combinations in this dataset, which will be used to train a RF predictor (34) , is encoded by a feature vector (see Materials and Methods). These vectors are devised to contain information from different biological scales, providing a comprehensive contextualization of various aspects implicated in the disease mechanisms. Variant-level information is computed by DEOGEN (24) . Gene-level information is represented by the essentiality (30) and recessiveness (29) scores of the two genes involved (see Materials and Methods). These gene-based scores evaluate the relevance of the mutated genes to the individual's health. The highest-level feature incorporated in the feature vector is a binary pathway feature indicating whether both genes share a common pathway or not, as evidenced from REACTOME (32) and KEGG (31) (see Materials and Methods for more details).
While assembling the feature vectors, a conceptual issue was encountered: the ordering of the two genes participating in the digenic combination. The articles from which the data in DIDA were extracted often do not provide an ordering of the genes, or remain relatively vague about which gene should be considered the primary. As a consequence, the ordering of most digenic combinations in the database was done arbitrarily. In the medical literature, primary disease genes are considered those that 'stand out' in initial association and/or linkage studies (36) , while secondary genes are detected later and they are supposed to be less detrimental, usually only contributing to the phenotype caused by variants in primary genes. Since this clinical annotation is not available for all the digenic combinations in DIDA and since the same gene may be involved in different digenic combinations, causing different diseases (with both a primary or secondary role depending on the specific case), we chose to adopt a consistent and reproducible definition for the gene order in the digenic combinations by using the Gene Damaging Index (GDI) (37) . We assigned this score to each gene in our dataset and, within each digenic combination, we call 'Gene A' the one with lower GDI (least tolerant to variants) and 'Gene B' the other. As such, we expect the most detrimental characteristics to be observed for gene A in the data set. As we will show later on, this choice has an important role to play in the predictions. (30) . Finally the path feature represents whether both genes are part of the same pathway (1) or not (0).
Analysis of ordered gene features identifies classification potential
Applying the gene ordering discussed in the previous section, the feature value distributions among the dataset can be grouped per DE class, as shown in Figure 2 . Red dots represent the TD class data points, while blue ones indicate the CO class. The feature vector has 9 dimensions: four of them are variant-based and are represented by DEOGEN scores for the two alleles of gene A (DEOA1, DEOA2) and gene B (DEOB1, DEOB2). DEOGEN scores range from 0 (neutral) to 1 (pathogenic), while the other variants (e.g. nonsense, frameshift and splicing) were assigned the value 2 (see subsection Feature Definitions). At the gene level, RecA, EssA and RecB, EssB represent respectively the recessiveness (29) and essentiality (30) scores of genes A and B. We handled the missing values by substituting them by the median values. Path is a binary feature which is 1 if genes A and B share a common pathway (31, 32) .
The data in Figure 2 show that the TD class (red) tends to have slightly more deleterious variants on the first copy of gene B (DEOB1) than the CO class (blue) (KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) test p-value=0.03). It is also noticeable that many DEOGEN scores are equal to 0 for the variants in the second allele of gene A (DEOA2) and gene B (DEOB2), which is due to the fact that many digenic combinations in DIDA are heterozygous variants with the wild-type allele on the second copy of the gene.
A comparison of the RecB and EssB distributions between the two classes shows that in the composite cases, the gene B is generally less relevant than in the true digenic cases, both in terms of lower RecB (KS P-value = 0.00011) and lower EssB (KS P-value = 0.0059) scores. Furthermore, a comparison between RecA and RecB within each class shows that in the CO class, the distributions are more different compared to those of the TD class (KS test P-value of 0.0022 and 0.0045 for the TD and CO classes respectively). These former observations are interesting results as they are consistent with our separation in two digenic classes: in the CO case, the role of the gene B is minor when compared to gene A. In the case of the true digenic class, we can observe a less unbalanced state between the two genes, suggesting that they are equally contributing to the phenotype. Figure 2 also reveals that the TD class generally has more genes sharing the same pathway (KS P-value = 0.017).
Cross-validated predictions are accurate
In Table 1 , we show the incremental predictive contributions of the features used in our model. We start by adding the four DEOGEN scores (DEOA1, DEOA2, DEOB1, DEOB2), obtaining a performance significantly better than random predictions. DEOGEN was selected to predict the effects of missense and indel variants as it was shown to outperform other state of the art methods like SIFT, Polyphen2 and CADD (24) , as motivated by Supplementary Table S4 .
This first step indicates that the pathogenicity of the variants involved in the digenic combination is, to a certain extent, related to the DE. Adding gene-level features (such as Ess and Rec) improves the performances both in terms of MCC and AUC. When including all features, the classifier achieves 79% of AUC and 0.42 of MCC; >70% of the TD elements are correctly identified.
When machine learning methods are applied on a small dataset, the risk of over-fitting has to be taken into consideration. To control this problem, we computed the p-value of our performances using a permutation test (35) (see Methods). The performances reached by our model have a Pvalue of 8.6 × 10 −11 computed over 10k column-wise random permutations of the feature values.
As already mentioned, the assignment of primary and secondary roles to the genes using GDI scores is crucial for the DE predictor development (see Methods for more details). Comparing the AUC obtained by the GDI-ordered model with a distribution of AUCs collected by training identical RF models using 1000 random assignments of gene A and B roles, reveals that this choice leads to significant differences in the result with a P-value <0.01 (0.00285, see Supplementary Material Figure S2 ).
Predictions remain robust on an independent dataset
To provide further validation for the predictive model, the performance of the model was also evaluated on a independent dataset of novel digenic combinations that are currently not present in DIDA (see Supplementary Material Table S1 ). This additional evaluation is especially meaningful given the risk for overfitting that always exists when training on small datasets. This set consists in newly collected digenic combinations published between July 2015 Figure 3 . Radar plot of the DE profiles for the digenic combinations dd026 (CO) and dd027 (TD), two instances related to autosomal glaucoma. The feature vectors of both digenic combinations are identical except for the DEOA1 score, making it the feature that decides to which class either instance is assigned : with all other features being equal, the high DEOA1 value (0.77 as opposed to 0.13) leads the DE predictor to decide in favour of the CO class. The plot also shows also that even when values in the feature vector x are identical the contributions contrib n (x) may be different, as can be seen for the RecA feature. Feature vectors and corresponding decision vectors for dd026 and dd027 are available in Supplementary Material (Table S2 and Table S3 ).
and April 2016 (see Methods). As the size of this independent set is very limited, the metrics used in Table 1 do not convey properly the quality of the predictions on this new set. For this reason we decided to show the actual classification results via the confusion matrix (see Table 2 ). The predictions for each instance are available in the Supplementary Table S1 .
One can observe in Table 2 that although we identify all the new CO instances correctly, the majority of TD cases appear to be misclassified as CO. Examining the actual data (see Supplementary Table S1 ) we see that all four CANDLE syndrome cases were misclassified (22) . This error affects the specificity of the predictor since half of the TD class members are misclassified. We hypothesize that this error may be due to missing information on the recessiveness of the genes PSMA3 and PSMB4 as well as the lack of essentiality information for genes PSMB8 and PSMB9. Similar information is missing for two other TD class instances, producing also a misclassification. Notwithstanding this issue, the results on this independent set are highly encouraging and the quality of the DE predictor will improve as new well-annotated digenic data become available.
Exploring disease instances using DE profiles
Although our model appears to be fairly accurate, understanding these predictions requires the support of an ex- Figure 1 for an explanation of the visualization). The bigger the absolute value of the feature's contribution, the more important the corresponding feature is in pushing that decision in favor of a particular class. A negative contribution means that this feature voted in favor of the TD class, whereas a positive contribution pushed the decision toward the CO class. Each line shown in the figures corresponds to a decision profile, which we called in the Materials and Methods section a DE profile, for a specific digenic combination and the colors show to which class each profile belongs (red spectrum = true digenic, blue spectrum = composite). As explained in the Methods section, one can examine this DE profile for each digenic combination, as is done in the current section, or one can consider the distribution of contributions produced per feature (see Supplementary Material Figure S1 ), evaluating in this way their importance for a particular class.
In the following subsections a number of cases will be discussed, showing that the DE profiles are consistent when examining them in the light of the publications in which they were first identified.
For reasons of illustration, we will focus here on the DE profiles for cases where both classes are present, clarifying in this way how the decision process within the RF determines the outcomes. Essentially all instances in DIDA can be visualized and analyzed in a similar manner.
The impact of variants in MYOC are crucial in determining DE class for autosomal glaucoma.
The first cases we show are the digenic combinations in DIDA with identifiers dd026 and dd027. Both lead to autosomal glaucoma (OMIM: #231300, #137750), an eye disease characterized by damage to the optic nerve. It is one of the major causes of bilateral blindness in the world, and interestingly it exhibits variable onset because of Mendelian or multifactorial traits (38) . The digenic combinations dd026 and dd027 share a common variant (R368H) in the gene CYP1B1, but have different variants in MYOC, as shown in Table 3 . These two instances were reported in two different studies (39, 40) .
It was observed in (39) that the variant G399V in MYOC alone leads to the development of the disease. Yet, the vari- ant Q48H discussed in (40) did not produce any phenotypic effect. Vincent et al. (39) hypothesized that the variant R368H in CYP1B1 may influence the mean age of onset of the disease. Individuals in the family of dd026, carrying both the CYP1B1 and the MYOC variants developed glaucoma with a mean age at onset of 27 years (range 23-38 years). Individuals with only the MYOC variant developed the disease with a mean age at onset of 51 years (range 48-64 years). Although this digenic combination is supported by one single pedigree, a two-tailed unpaired t-test analysis showed that the difference in age at onset between these two groups in the same family was statistically significant (39) . On the contrary, in the case of the patient represented by the combination dd027, the parents are each carrier of one variant in one of the two genes (40) . They show no signs of the disease. Both variants in MYOC and CYP1B1 are hence necessary to develop glaucoma, which is in contrast with what was observed for the digenic combination dd026.
Following the initial definition of the DE categories (see Introduction), we consider dd026 as having a mendelizing variant in MYOC that segregates independently, and has a phenotype that can be modified by variants in CYP1B1. The instance dd027, for whom neither carrier parent has the disease, is considered to follow a digenic model of inheritance. Consequently, we labeled dd026 and dd027 as composite (CO) and true digenic (TD), respectively.
Since the features REC, ESS and Path are identical for both digenic combinations as they are related to the same gene pair and the variants for the gene CYP1B1 (DEOB1 and DEOB2) are identical in both cases, they have a similar DE profile, as shown in Figure 3 . The essential difference is in the contribution for DEO1A, which is the pathogenicity prediction for the variant on the first allele of MYOC. In dd026, the missense variant G399V is predicted to be deleterious (DEOA1 value = 0.77).
The pathogenicity of the variant G399V may be enough for the development of the disease without the presence of variants in a second gene, justifying the CO label for dd026. Accordingly, the decision profile in Figure 3 shows how the DEOA1 feature is determinant for the prediction of the CO class.
In dd027, the DEOA1 value of variant Q48H is 0.13, indicating that the variant is much less detrimental, and in this case the feature pushes the decision to the TD class. As such our feature DE profile provides an interpretation coherent with the results in the literature.
It is interesting to note here that even though the feature values for the RecA are the same in both instances (0.41), the differences in DEOA1 induce a shift in their contributions. This example illustrates the non-linear effect that each feature has on the other ones in the decision process, as was discussed in Materials and Methods.
Biallelic and triallelic states cause a different phenotype in oculocutaneous albinism. Another interesting case is provided by the digenic combinations dd029 and dd121, recapped in Table 4 , as it shows how the zygosity state can influence the decision process. The digenic combinations dd029 and dd121 cause the development of oculocutaneous albinism (OMIM: #203200), a condition that involves variants in the genes mediating melanin synthesis (41) . This affects the pigmentation of the skin, hair, eyes and leads to other visual anomalies. The two combinations share a common pair of genes, but with different variants leading to different classes. The triallelic combination dd029 (25) leads to the composite class, the biallelic combination dd121 leads to the true digenic class (42) .
Comparing the DE profiles of the digenic combinations dd029 and dd121 in Figure 4 , one can observe again that gene and pathway contributions are equal, with EssA and RecA favouring the TD class (negative contribution) and EssB and RecB favouring the CO class (positive contribution). The Path feature also votes in favour of the TD class. The differences in the variant effects in the second allele of gene A, i.e. DEOA2, and the first allele of gene B, i.e. DEOB1, are deciding the final class assignment: for dd029 (blue line), DEOA2 (DEOGEN value = 0.54) in combination with DEOB1 (DEOGEN value = 0.52) is decisive in voting for the CO class. In case of dd121 the second allele in gene A is harmless (DEOA2 = 0) and DEOB1 is slightly higher (DEOB1 = 0.56) , leading the DE predictor to decide in favour of the TD class. Thus, even when the DEOB1 values are quite similar in both digenic combinations, their synergy with the larger difference in DEOA2 makes both features essential for the identification of the correct class.
Unfortunately, for dd029 and dd121 no familial studies are available, making the interpretation of the influence of the variant in the second allele of the TYR gene more difficult. Nonetheless, a genetic explanation may arise from the monogenic inheritance model of this disease and the two associated genes. The mode of inheritance for oculocutaneous albinism is autosomal recessive for the TYR gene (OMIM: #203100), as well as for the OCA2 gene (OMIM: #203200). In dd029, compound heterozygous variants in TYR are enough for the development of the disease (25) .
In digenic combination dd121, the heterozygous variants in TYR and OCA2 are by themselves not enough for developing the disease (42), which is supported by an autosomal recessive model for the two genes, but together they lead to the digenic TD effect. Interestingly, this DE profile dif- (Table S2 and  Table S3) ference is also relevant for other diseases in DIDA, as for instance haemochromatosis (OMIM: #235200).
Recessiveness determines the classification of combinations in Bardet-Biedl syndrome. Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a genetically heterogeneous disorder represented by various clinical phenotypes, for instance pigmentary retinal dystrophy, polydactyly, obesity, developmental delay, and renal defects (12) . BBS genes and other genes involved in the development of the disease have an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern when interpreted via a monogenic model (e.g OMIM: *209901, *604896, *606151). Table 5 lists instances in DIDA leading to BBS for which it was possible to define the DE, reported in different studies (dd074 (12) , dd075 (43), dd082 and dd083 (44) , dd084 dd085 and dd204 (26) , dd086 (45)) .
As there are multiple DE profiles here, we can try to infer more general rules that may be relevant to discriminate between the two types of DE in Bardet-Biedl syndrome. As can be inferred from Figure 5 , the recessiveness scores, especially in the first genes, appear to be the determining factor. Additional influence is provided by the variant effects in the first allele of gene A (which is either BBS2, BBS1 or BBS7). When BBS2 is gene A, a low recessiveness (RecA = 0.1) drives the decision towards the TD class (dd074, dd075, dd082 and dd083). This provides the main difference with Table 5 . Digenic cases related to Bardet-Biedl syndrome available in DIDA. In the Class column, 'TD' refers to the true digenic and 'CO' to the composite class. The symbol ‡ indicates that the variant enhances the use of a cryptic splice acceptor site, making it a severe variant. The gene CCDC28B is called MGC1203 in the reference publication (26) . For more information about these digenic combinations, see Supplementary Table S5 . (Tables S2 and S3). those favouring the CO class (dd084, dd085 and dd086), whose primary gene (gene A) is either BBS1 or BBS7. The only exception for the latter group is the case dd204, which involves BBS1 but is assigned to the TD class (26) . In that case the milder variant effect in the first allele in the gene BBS1 is the determining factor, leading to a TD prediction, even when that gene has a similar recessiveness influence on the DE profile as the other CO classified pairs. Hence the DE predictor has learned to detect the differences between the instances dd084, dd085 and dd204. The role of recessiveness, evidenced from the previous paragraph, is coherent with its definition: a very low REC means that a gene, even when presenting two mutated alleles, cannot alone cause the disease by itself. Additional variants in gene B are required, making it all true digenic instances. By contrast, higher REC score in gene A and the presence of strong variants in its alleles put the digenic combinations into the composite DE class. In conclusion for the Bardet-Biedl digenic combinations, we see that the contributions of DEOA1, RecA and RecB are the decisive factors in the classification.
DISCUSSION
The study of digenic diseases is an initial step towards the comprehension of oligogenic diseases. A peculiar aspect related to digenic disease is the DE, which concerns the possible digenic mechanisms causing the observed different phenotypic outcomes. To make this analysis treatable with the currently available data, we simplified the original Schäffer description (15) by grouping them into two main classes, i.e the true digenic (TD) and composite (CO) class, with the latter including mendelizing variants plus modifiers and dual molecular diagnosis.
The DE may be considered simply the sum of the effects of the variants involved, but it should be treated as an emergent property of digenic combinations. For this reason, the DE was studied considering the synergy between the impact of the variants, the role of the genes involved and their molecular relationship. We hypothesized that using this information one can distinguish between the two simplified DE types.
This hypothesis was confirmed through the construction of a machine learning model using the labeled data available in DIDA. The stratified cross-validation shows that the DE predictor is highly effective. To assess the robustness of the DE predictor further, we examined an independent dataset, containing digenic combinations and diseases not yet present in DIDA. Although the small size of this new dataset does not allow an exhaustive evaluation, the current results are encouraging. A limiting factor, which was revealed when analyzing the independent set, appears to be the availability of all relevant annotations: Missing values for gene-related features appear to lead to many erroneous predictions, i.e. assigning instances of the TD class to the CO class. As with any predictive method, more and better annotated data will improve the quality of the model.
In order to escape the black box nature of a RF predictor we introduced the notion of a DE profile that quantifies how the features are used internally by the RF to assign an instance to a class. The DE profile shows how each feature contributed to the final prediction, making the decision process explicit. The selected cases reported in this manuscript show that either single features or combinations of them push the decision in one or the other direction and that tie-breaking features are sometimes required to make the final decision. In this manner, DE profiles can be used to examine newly identified, hence unlabeled, digenic combinations, supporting clinicians and geneticists in the analysis of their newly generated data. This DE classification will also one day impact patient-and family counselling as it may be used to provide biological understanding as well as a way to assess the recurrence risk within the family. Genetic counselling about digenic combinations needs to integrate two type of information, the bi-locus mode of inheritance (true digenic or composite) and the variant allelic state at each locus (mono-or bi-allelic). The DE classification will help the counsellors at the locus level. Additionally, the DE profiles will be used in the context of a novel bioinformatics pipeline that aims to identify and rank novel digenic combinations as has been done for single genes (46) .
We observed that some general properties of digenic combinations are distinctive for the two classes, and somehow reflect the underlying biological mechanisms. It emerges that in the TD class the recessiveness scores of the two genes are more similar, and this may be related to the fact that both genes are equally contributing to the phenotype. On the other hand, the lack of balance between the recessiveness of the two genes, which is common in those instances consisting in mendelizing variants plus modifiers (CO class), leads to an asymmetric situation. In this case the primary gene is indeed the main factor responsible for the disease and the secondary contributes less to the phenotype. We also noticed that the DE is often strongly influenced by the impact of the variants involved as well as their zygosity, which is implicitly encoded in the feature vector. In our model the final predictions depend on the combination of gene-based and variant-based features. For example, genes with high recessiveness in the primary gene and strong variants in both its alleles tend to the CO class, which is supported by the definition of a recessive gene in a monogenic inheritance model
Apart from the novelty of the DE predictor and the profiles one can produce, our work underlines the importance of clearly identifying the primary and secondary genes in the digenic combination. The definition of the primary gene influences both the general performance and the DE profiles, making this ordering crucial. Our work reveals that the GDI provides a useful unbiased criterium to order the genes. Yet, while this simplification solves the problem of reproducibility of the vectors and it has a positive influence on performance, it is not an ideal solution. In fact, when two genes are highly recessive and one of them has homozygous or heterozygous compound strong variants while the other heterozygous variants, the first one should be consider as primary gene, even if it has a slightly lower GDI. Further analysis in this area is therefore required.
A limitation of the current study is the coarse-grained labeling of each digenic combination into true digenic and composite classes. As was recently also argued by Katsanis (47) the causality in human genetic disorders should be considered to be a continuum. We are convinced that true digenic and composite classes should be considered to be part of this continuous spectrum between monogenic and oligogenic diseases. Yet such an analysis is at this moment not feasible given the current limitations on the available data. Improvements in this issue are expected given the identification of 20 novel articles on digenic diseases within one year after the creation of DIDA and the observation that the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database introduced new inheritance categories 'digenic recessive' and 'digenic dominant' (e.g. OMIM: #209900, #220290), allowing for the further expansion of the data on digenic diseases.
In conclusion, the current research shows for the first time an analysis of digenic combinations and their effects, using a classification model. While the true digenic cases can be evidently considered as pure digenic, the composite ones constitute part of the boundary between monogenic and oligogenic diseases. We tried to extract generalisable observations regarding their differences, with the aim of elucidating one small piece of the complex puzzle of oligogenic diseases.
